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tf.W LIGHT ON EARLY SINHALESE STLPA ARCHItECTURE

S!nce the publication of S. Paranavitana's cla~sic work on
the etupa in Sri Lanka almost four decades ago,1 few scholars
have made any'significant contribution to the study of this import-
ant aspect of ancient Buddhist monastic architecture. There is no
doubt that Paranavitana had at his disposal all archaeological,
historical and literary evidences that were available at the time,
yet his attempt cannot claim, as he himself admits to be an exhaus-
tive study, for he was constrained to work within certain limita-
tions. For eX!D1ple, he had no opportunity to examine the int!rior·
of a ruined stupa of the early period. Most of the ruined stupas
of ancient Sri Lanka, almost all of which have now been restored,
had been seriously damaged by treasure-hunters. Earlier reconstr-
uction_and restoration work had also resulted in many of the import-
ant stupas growing in si~e and changing in shape. In fact there
has not been a single stupa belonging to the early period to be
seen 1n its original state. They have been either half destroyed
or completely renovated. Paranavitana could, therefore, on!y
conjecture about certain important details pertaining to stupa
architecture, such as the nature and the fu~ction of the central
p!llar standing erect in the middle of a stupa (which he calls
yupa following the Indian tradition), the location of the reliquary
and the exact items deposited :l.n it, and the nature of the early
ahatradanda which was later replaced by the spire ....

The next impo!:tant achievement in the annals of archaeological
research on the stupa in Sri Lanka is the excavation of Kotavehera
during the period 1947-1960. These excavations brought to light
much valuable information relating to the construction of relic
chambers2. But since Kotavehera belongs to a much later period•(i.e., 12th century A.D.) than that covered by the present paper,
the findings at Kotavehera are of not much help to us .•

The answers to a number of questions and doubts raised by
Paranavitana in his work can now be gleaned from a unique work on
ancient Buddhist monastic architecture and iconography discovered
some years ago and now kept in the National Archives. This pre-

1. s. Paz-anavdtena , St'U:oo rr D'yZon, Colombo (1946).
2. See C.E. Godakumbura, :"heKotavehera at Dedi.qama , Colombo (1969).
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cious manuscript of a Sanskrit text in.slok..a metre written most
probably in Sri Lanka is ascribed to Bodh'isattva Manjusri and
evidently has Mahayana associations.3 The text is ienerally
corrupt, sometimes hopelessly, but it furnishes a wealth of in-
formation regarding the construction of ancient monasteries to-
gether with their various edifices and provides more detailed
inform!tion on Buddhist iconography and iconometry than the
Bimbamana (popularly called Sar-iputra) itself.4

_ This work entitled Vastuvidyas'astl'a in_the colophons of two
of its first three chapters and Citraka!JT1asastra in the remaining
fourteen, devotes a whole chapter to stupa architecture. Despite
the fact that the relevant section of the text is very corrupt, it
has been possible to extract certain. information on the subject,
which has not so far come to light through any other source.

The object of the present paper is to inquire to what extent
the description given in the Vastuvidyasastra agrees with tbe
actual pra£tice as evident from the architectural remains of the
ancient stupas and from the findings of archaeological excavations
carried out by the Department of Archaeology of Sri Lanka. The
fact that the work is written in Sanskirt and bears certain affi-
nities with the extant Hindu siZpa texts in style and treatment
has led Ruelius to believe that it is a product of South India,5
but textual evidence heavily favours a Sri Lankan origin. While
its closeness to South Indian siZpa texts, particularly the Mayamata

3. This work is now being ed.ited for the first time by the present
writer, along with an English translation, and will be publish-
ed shortly.

4. This work (in Sanskrit verse) was first published in Sinhalese
characters, along with a commentary in Sinhala, by M. Sirivi-
mala Thera. Subsequently Hans Ruelius prepared a critical edi-,.r -tion of Sairipuiira and AZekhya'lak?a7Ja along with a German trans-
lation, for his Ph.D. degree of the University of Gott1ngen
(Sar-iputra and AlekhyaZank~a~a: Zwei Texte ZUY' ProportionsZehre
in der i.ndiechen and ceijlonee iechen Kunst, Gottinge-n, (1974).

5. Hans Ruelius, ~ManjusrIbhQsita-citrakarma-$astra: a Mahayanistic
SiZpasastra from Sri Lanka:" Buddhism in Ceylon and Studies on
Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Countr-ies, ed.By Heinz Bechert,
(1978) p. 98.
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and the Kaium.:)(lr;i Loa; written in the 10th and 11th centuries A.D.
to' »; t:';J

re spe et I veiy , prompts us to place it about the same time or even
a little later, the antiquity of the type of edifice ,envisaged
therein suggests a much earlier date. It may be mentioned at the
very outset that our text regularlv uses the term cai iua for the
edifice and the terms stupa and 8t~pika are used onlv in connexion- - .. -
with the cr-own Ing member of a structure ahaped like a s tupa , or
the relic-casket or its container in the case of a cai.tua, Although
this cannot be used as 00 argument for as~igning a very early date
to the work the arcilitectural type of caitya described therein un-
doubtedly belongs to a date several centuries earlier than tho
PoLonnar-uva period. It should, however , be mentioned that the text
concerns itself mainly with the inter"lor of the monument and has
shown scant regard for its externa! !rchitectural dLtails. The
ter r ace d base (3}:.. medhi ; Sinh. ;?Gnava), the dome (Sk, o:IJS/a, udaray
and the square structure on the flattened top of the dome (Sk. harnri-:
k.a; Sinh. eivuraekot.uvav the three most striking features of a stupa,
are not discussed at all. Instead it gives a detailed account of
th.e ceremonies connected with the different stages in the construct-
ion o! !he edifice and the arrangement of the inner chambers (Sk.
qarbhaqarav . The most startling revelation, however, is its mention
of. gajastambha or gajapadaka, a wooden column tha! stood upright
through the centre of !he dome in the earliest st?;.pas. This enigma-
tic object, known as yupa in the Indian texts, has been found to be
mgcte of stone in all cas~s without exception discovered so far. It
j s most probable that the wooden column preceded the stone ~lil1a"r,
and we know for certain that th'2 Mirisavatiya Dagaba, one of the
ear Ltest stu.pa8 (1st century B.C.) built in Sri Lanka, had a yupa
of stone.6 'l'he£e is no doubt that even the Ruvanviilisiya is built
20und a stone yupa.

The text also gives a description of tl~~ chatiraaanda (known as
YCfti_in the Indian texts), the post or shaft which, st'l.nding above
the: ;'ju.pa or qa.jaetanbha , suppor ted the chat.ra (umbrella or parasol)
or the pile of chat-cas (chat raual.i ) , the symbol 0:': dignity and supr e....
macy. The chai.radanda discussed in our text is made of wood rnd
this appears to be the earliest practice, which was aL:-.:1donedin
favour of stone chatvadandae as early as the Anuradhapur~ period.
Even the chatras found in the compound o.!: the Ruvanvalisaya and belie-
".-ed to beLong to the miniature voti.vc etiupae that existed there are
mado of stone. PUl'a.navitana concludes tha.! the practice of ')recting
par-aao Ls or piles of parasols above the etiupae was abandoned altogeth-
er around the seventh century A. D., and was supplanted by the vsp Lre ,
.1 more permanent structure serving more or less the same purpose.

G. S. Paranavitana, op.ci"t., p. 35, plate VI b.

7. op.eit., p. 39, 44.
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The type of ca~~ya envisaged in the Vastuvidyasa~tra, however,
is not_of such huge dimensions as those of Ruvanvalisaya or Abhaya-
giri Dagaba, b!!t_of modest proportions and generally,intended to be
among the pancavasas associated with a monastery of moderate size.
But, considering the fact that even small votive stupas in Anuradha-
pura have gajastambhas and chata-adandae made of stone, there t.sno
justification for us to assume that ~~ perishable material like wood
wa~ used in preference to stone for these two kinds of post of a small
stupa. There is also no evidence to believe that the practice of
using both wood and stone side by side came down to a considerably
late period. We cannot, however, expect to find archaeologlcal evi-
dence of the use of wood for the purpose, for, if there were any such
cases, they would not have withstood the ravages of time for more than
one or two centuries. Moreover, the practice of enshrining the relles
in the dome of the caitya was still not in vogue. There is, therefore,
nothing to prevent us from assuming that the caitya descrlbed in our
text belongs to a type that existed well before the seventh century A.D.

/

Let us now consider the account given in the Vastuvidya~astra and
try to relate it, wherever possible, ·to the actual practice as evident
from the existing monuments. The chapter opens with the specifications
for the bricks to be used in caitya construction. The measurements
are given in angulas or 1/24 of an ancient cubit (haet.av . An ang'.A.W
may roughly correspond to 1.25 inches. Seven sizes of brlck are given.
The smallest brick is 8 angulas long, and each successive size is one
an~Ala longer than the preceding one. So the largest brick ls four-
teen angulas long. The width in all cases is half of the length, and
the thickness half the width. Some of these lengths and widths sub-
stantially agree with the measurements given by Parker.8 But, as can
be seen from Parker~s list, the thickness of the actu-l bricks used
for the existing stupas was less than half the width.

The Caitya Types

The text goes on to enumerate five types of caitya, four of whic.h
are among the six types given, according to Parker, in a iiZpa text
called Vaidyantapota.9 But, as there seems to be some lacuna in the

8. H. Parker, Ancient Ceylon: an account of the Aborigines and of
Part of the Eai:'lyCivi l.ization, London (1909) p. 214..

9. op.cit., p. 336.
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text, we cannot definitely say whether the list is complete. The
four easily r~cognisable types ~r~ given as dluznyarasa (paddl-~eap-
shaped), padmatmaka (i.e., padmakara or lotus-shaped), ghantakara
(bell-shaped) and budbudakrti (bubble-shaped). The 'term '~~ndalan-
dakara' which denotes the fifth type is definitely a corru'EtO'form'
~nd upsets the metre.IO The closest term seems to be 'paZandvakara'
(onion or bulb-shaped); but even if the reading is accepted;Othe
metre remains defective. However, as in the case of most other
:!ilpa texts, instances where the metre is violated are numerous here,
and therefore conformity to metre is not always a reliable guide to
the editing of si Lpa texts. The ghatc~:ara (pot-shaped) and amaZaka
(myrobalan-shaped) types are not mentioned at all. Something inter-
esting about the list given in our text is that each type seems to
have been associated with a particular type, or types of monsatery.
The work enumerates and describes in detail twelve types of monastery,
together with their alternate types (vi~~anta), making a total of
twenty-four, each type depending on th~ earticular pattern in which
the five kinds of major edifices (pancavasa) are located.11 The
five types o! cai,ty..aare dis!ribu!e,d only amon~ !ive monastery types,
to wit., palal1dvakar>a and dhanuaraea for G.okularama, and Bhuj angaph-
anarama, padmatmaka for Hamsapaks8 and Navakara and ghantakara and
budbv.tialq'tifor Cakr~r~a.· The ~m!s~ion of the othe~ m~~e important
types, such as Hastyarama and Si~arama, may be due to some lacuna
in the text or simply because that they could accommodate any type of
ca-i-t.ya.

The Selection of the Site.

The work mentions ten different types of ground distinguished
from each other by means of vegetation, soil-structure and physical
features. It is interesting to note that this is tJw only silpa
text which recognises ten types of ground. All the other works do
not mention more than three or four types, and often adopt an entirely
different method of classification.12 The ten types of ground enume-
rated are anupa, jangala, sadJ--.ar>ar;z.a,dh~i)nr'aka,p~a'!1a, caima , bhadvak.a ,
padma , qhai.ima and pur-ima , but only the first four are briefly discus-

10. 'pa7'}cJ.aZa1J4akGl~a[n]tatha j'neya', ('jneya' here should be read
as r jrteYC1ln') .

11. The five kinds of major edifices belonging to a Buddhist monas-
tery compl~x_are given as caitya, bodhivesman, bimbalaya iimage-
house), pr>asada (residential quarters for monks) and sabha
(assembly-hall).

12. Cf. Mayamata, ed. by Bruno Dagens, Pondichery (1970) iii;
SiZpar>atna, ed. by T. Ganapati Sastri, Trivandrum (1922) iii,3f.
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sed as they are thought to be the types suitable for caitya construct-
ion.l3 Needl~ss to say that the ground which supports a heavy struct-
ure like a stupa needs to be very har~ and firm. Tbe kind of ground
where trees like moca (cotton?) and puga (areca) grow, where beasts
and bees live, which has fine sand, which is moist and has pools over-
grown with kaleru (a kind of grass) and utpaZa (lilies) is called
anupa. JangaZa is hard ground with light_so!l and tiny pebbles,
scattered with trees and creepers. The sadharana type is a mixture
of'anupa and jangaZa grounds, The kind of grou~d where trees such as
arjuna, vedhana , priya~gu, candana , asana, timisa, ve1}u, khadi.ra;
stambhaka, nimba and ~aUnaZi grow,where water is dried up and beasts
and hunters live is called dhL~mraka. It is clear that all these four
types should have a hard crust firm enough to bear the weight of the
edifice.

But the architects did not depend on external features alone
for proof of firmness of the ground. After selecting the sit~ they
carried out a more reliable test to judge the suitability of the
ground. A pit, measuring one, or one and a half cubits across, and
deep as much, was dug towards the centre of the site or the intended
southern gate. The purpose of digging this pit was twofold. One
was to check whether objects like human skulls, bones, ashes and
stones (funerary?) were buried in the site. If such objects were
found in the earth dug up, the site was forthwith abkndoned. After
digging the pit, a shed was put up towards the south and decorated
with flags and banners, a canopy and an ornamental arched doorway.
In the evening the pit was filled with sandal-scented water and the
architect spent the night in the shed keeping vigil over the pit.
The following morning the pit ,was examined and, if all the water
had seeped through, the ground was considered unsuitable for the
purpose. If there was (sufficient) water still le~t. the site was
accepted and construction work commenced. A similar methoJ of
testing the firmness of the ground is mentioned in the Mayamata14 and
the di Zparatna15 .

.The Laying of the Foundat ion.

The commencement of the work was preceded by an elaborate
ceremony. First, a shed three or four cubits each way was erected in

13. All these types are more fully discussed elsewhere in the text.
14. op.cit. iv, 10b-lSa.
15. op.cit. iii, 16-20a.
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the southeast region of the site. I twas r.uppo r t.ed by four columns
and its plinth ra.ised up to a hci;;;hc of about one cub i.t . On the
floor space was drawn the pil:ha or upapitha diagram,. the former con-
sisting of nine squares and the latter "twenty-ii ve squares. The
pitha grid of nine squares is the one preferred here. The square
in· the middle was dedicated to Brahma and the eight squares around
it, beginning from the northeast corner, to the eight deittes I~a,
Aditya, Agni, Yama, Nirrta, Varulln.l.. Vayu a.nd Soma respectively.
Nine pitchers iilJed with wa te r (p<n>nacrhatas) covered with white4.... • _

cloth were placed in the nine squares, beginning with Aditya in cir-
cumambulatory order, the Brahmu pitcher being placed last. In the
latter the nine kinds of gem were also deposited. This was the
consecration ceremony of the site. During the course of the· ceremony
the four boundary lines !lere laid.

The First Chamber

Next commenced the cons t ruc t Loa of the first chamber. In the
middle of the site an aqua re a r e a measuring one haet:a a side was
smeared with cowdung (as a puz i f Lcat or-y rite) and the pitha plan of
nine squares was drawn . The entire place was adorned with flags and
streamers and ot.her decorations. ObLat Lone were offered to the nine
deities and furth~3r ceremonies fOllowed u,uidst musical sounds. In
the middle square dedicated to Brahma there was a. heap of dati rice
up to a height of seven otiqul.ac. In the remaining squares the eight
kinds of auspicious symbols cact-amaiiqala ) were placed. These eight
symbols, namely, the $z>ivatul, 'i:lle two fishes, the goad, the evaetika,
the bhadrapi.tha , the pi teher, the chowr ies and the conch-shell were
deposited in' circumambulatol'Y, order beginning with'rsana.16 Early
next morning, at an auspicious hour, the chief architect worshipped
the deities amidst musical sounds, festivities and'revelries_ He
next circumambulated the si t e e.nd st ar ted wo rk on -I.-Lle garbhag,!,ha. The
walls of the chamber were buil t most probably with bricks .17 Once
the walls were completed. the chambor was closed with stone sla.bs
(cap-stones) and bricks. Br Lcks used to cover the chamber were larg.er
than normal, their width varying from five to fourteen anguZas, the
length being twice the width, and the thickness half as much. The
work of the lower part of the ;:!ornc cover.ing the first chamber must
have followed next.

16. For a detailed discussion on. the aet.amanaal.a see T. B. Karunaratn.e,.. .. ...'
"Astamangala" J.R.A.S (C.B.) N.S. vol. XV, p. 48 f.; A Unique
A~~amangala Relief I'roM \'r'21iga.m~", ,T.R.A.S. (C.~.), N'.•S. vol.
XVII, p , 46 f.

17. cf. S. Par-anavd t ana Op.C:Lc. p , 20 f.
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The Second Chamber

Before the work on the second garbha~ha commenced, the consec-
ration of pitchers was again performed as in the case of the first.
The layout of this chamber was that of upapithM, which consisted of- .twenty-five squares. We may, therefore, presume that an equal number
of p1.tchers was taken for the consecration ceremony. The deities
occupying the sixteen squares on the periphery are 19a, Mahendra,
Aditya, Antariksa, Agni, Grhaksata, Yama, Mrsa, Pitr (Nirrta),. .. _. - •. , , . -
Puspadan t a , Varu~a, Roga, Vayu, Bha lLata , Soma and Aditi. Brahma
occ~pled the ~entre,_and !he eight squares around it were occupi~d
by Apavatsa, A~ya, Savitri, Vivasvat, Indra, Mitra, Rudra and Bhum-
indra (P~thividhara). In this chamber, most probably in the niches
on the four walls, figures of !he four Divine Buddhas, Ak~obhya, Vai-
rocana, Ratnasambhava and Amitabha were deposited with their heads
turned !owards the east, north, west and south respecti!:ely. A figure
of Tathagata Amoghasiddhi was placed above that of Amitabha. The
four Buddhasaktis, Tar;, Locan~, Praj1ia and Mamaki, were next placed
in the four corners, beginning with Isa. Various other items worthy
of veneration were also placed and the chamber was sealed by laying
the top bricks.

It is, however, very unlikely that these chambers contained any
relics as such. Although the text mentions the various objects to be
deposited in them, it makes no me n t Lon ot any relics being deposited.
Moreover, the large size of the chamuers suggests that they were meant
for something other than enshrining relics.

The Repository of Gems.

Above the top brick layer of the second cnaabe r was placed the
repository of gems which is an essential feature of the interior of
any aaitya. Strict specifications are given for its measurements.
It had to be a perfect square measuri.ng four to twelve atiqul.ae a side.
Its width may also be in relation to the width of the outer wull or
of the inner wall of the caitya. It may be half, three-fourth or
equal to the width of the outer wall, or half of the width of the
inner wall. This clearly shows that the terraced plinth and the bell
of the caitya were built with two concentric walls differing in thick-
ness. We have at least two examples of this method of caitya construc-
tion. The outer wall of the st;;Ot1 at Ghantasala in South India is
thicker than the inner wall.18 Paranavit~ was not, however,_ab!e
to say definitely whether the second and outer wall of the Mahathupa
and of the Ka~~aka caitya (Mihintale) was part of.the original plan

18. op.cit., p. 25.
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and a half cubits and thirty-nine and a half cubits respectively.26
Its width again had three sizes, Le., twelve anqul.ae , eighteen

• Z . -e haanqu as and twenty-four anqu cas (Le., one sta). .The ·post was
fitted on to a shaft fixed to a base placed above the receptacle of
gems. The lower portion, up to a height of about two haetae , was
four-sided. A mortise three and a half ariq'r.J..Zas wide ran through the
centre of the four-sided portion to receive the shaft. The remain-
ing part was octagonal and had a curved top. The width at the top
was one-third, one-fourth or one-fifth the width of the base. The
stone pillars and their broken pa.rts, found in the courtyards of
cer tat n caityas, strictly conform to this description. As seen
from the miniature e tupa at Amaravatl, the gajas'l;arribha sometime~
stood free, with its top projecting a few feet above the harmika ;
with one or two 'umbrellas supported by chatiradandae on its sides.

The Chatrad29Qa.

1 t - - " . d . - d- 27The cna.:.l~adar-q.a_1? known as ya?},- in the 7.vyava, ana. Accord-
ing to the Vastl-{l)1:dyaOast2"a it was, like the ga.ja8tam.~J-k'l, made of
wood. It is said to be three hastas in length and three angu1a.s less
than the gajasl;(17?1hhain width. The width specified applies to its
base onl~ because it gradually diminished towards the top. A copper
shaft (ki la; was fitted to the tapering e.nd of the chatradanda . Its
lower end was fitted on to the Lid of the relic chamber (which was
most probably located in the harmikit) , sealing completely the hole
in the lid. It was coated with plaster and supported a pile of
umbrellas placed one above the other.

The Harmika.

The Vastuviduasastra does not, however, make any mention of a
h.armika or h.atQra~ kotuva on the top of the dome, which would have
girdled the upper part of the gaJastambha and the lower ~art of the
chatvadanda, But immediately after describing the ehat.raual-i , it
speaks of such decorative motifs as festoons of lo~uses and rows of
pearl and gems used on the cai tua . Judging from the existing evidence,
these ,!ppear to be the type of decorative motif ~enerally used on the
harmika and not on the dome or the ch.atrada~~a.2 It is very diffi-

26. Cubit or haet:a is a unit of 24 anqulae . An atiqul.a is generally
taken to be the length of the middlemost link of the middle
finger of a man of average size or of t:le patron or the architec

27. D1:-uyavadana) ed. P. L. VaLdya , Darbhanga (1959) p. 151.

28. See also Paranavitana op.cit.) p. 29.

- ~ -.~ -_ .. ------------------"
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cult to form a clear picture of the details of these members as the
text here is hOElessly corrupt. It is evident ahat the harmika of
the earliest_stupa did contain the relic casket. In'the case of
the Great Stupa at Sanchi, it consisted of a stone cylinder measu-
ring 5'6" in diameter and 2' high.29 It was provided with a lid,
in the centre of ~ich there was a mortise, into which the chatrad-
a~4a was fitted.30 This ha~nika undoubtedly contained the relics
of ·the Master. Cunningham too believes that the relics of the Holy
Teacher were always kept in some easily accessible place for the
purpose of exposition on special occasions.31 And it is very pro-
bable that the relics were enshrined immediately below the pile of
umbrellas. Paranavitana, while confessing that no relics have been
found in any of the chambers examined in Sri Lanka, mentions that
small reliquaries of crystal have been found among the debris of
ruined stupas.32 This may be an indication that in those stupas
the relics were not deposited in the so-called relic chambers ment-
ioned above, but at some point in the superstructure, which has now
fallen on talus. It is difficult to agree with Longhurst when he
says that the box-like nature of the harmika is an indication that
it served as a receptacle for valuable offerings presented to the33 .shrine by pious worshippers, for it is unI f'seLy that any objects
other than the chatra were pleaced above the relics.

The harmika was in fact the original home of the relics and
therefore.L originally the te!:m dhatu-garbr.a referred to no other part
of the stupa than the harmika. Later on, however, the dome in many
cases became larger and larger on account of subsequent renovations
and enlargements, finally enc~osing the original harmika along with
the relics, thus taking over the function of housing the relics and
also claiming the name dhGtu-aarbha. Finally the whole monument
came to be called dhGtugarbha

v

(dagoba or dagaba in Sinhala) .34

t.

29. A Cunningham. The Bhi Lea Tope e; or Buddhist Monuments of CentiraZ
India London (1854) p. 186.

30. ibid.
31. op.cit., p. 322.
32. op.cit.) p. 24.
33. A.H. Longhurst The Story of the Stupa, Colombo (1936) p. 15.
34. Anagarika Govinda Some Aspects of Stupa Symbolism Allahabad

(1940) p. 18.
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The present-day 1"£Grmikaor eivurae k,OtL1,V(J. is a solid mass of
bricks resembling the earlier box-like structuro, which was hollow
inside the contained the relics.

It is now evident that the vastuvidyalast:.I'a belongs to a period
when the relics were still being enshrined, not in the so-called
relic-chambers inside the dome,_out at a higher point, most probably
in,the upper part of the harmika, However, thed~,scription of the
reliquary comes last, giving one tbe impression that it was placed
above the chat2,ava'i'l:. But such a practice is unheard of in ;t1,.-;'pa
arch'itecture and it is more logical to expect the reliquary immediat-
ely below the chat ra than above it,

The Relic Casket.
-The relic casket took the form of a miniature stupa and ,was

made of metal. Bronze, silver or gold may have been used for this
purpose. It contained a nine-chamber reliquary four or five an~J.la3
square. The nine chambers were dedi.cnted to the nine de Lt Les (i.e.,
the eight dikpalas and Brahm; in the centre). In the eight outer
squares, beginning from I~a, were p I'aced the eight kinds of grain,
the five kinds of metal and the eight kinds of precious stones,
namely, COllyrium, pirites, cinnabar, orpiment, red chalk, realgar,
antiax-itia and lapis lazuli. The relics. if t.her-e _were any, were
placed in the central chamber dedlcated to Brahma. A mantra, ins-
cribed on a leaf of gold, silver or copper, was also deposited in
the same ~hamber. The mantra is in the foro of an appeal to the
five Tathagatas and the chamber-deities to protect the relics and
other deposits from possible danger. After inscribing the mantra,
the leaf was bathed in purified water and then smeared with sandal-
wood oinment. The receptacle was first ins~rted in the casket, which
was then placed in the centre of the harmi.ka .

- - -It will now be seen that the Vas tuvidyasas trG, apart from the
detailed description it giv~s of the rites and ceremonies connected
with the construction of stupas, furnishes fer the first time a _
wealth of information about the interior structure of ancient stupas,
certain details of which are still subjects of scho..larlydiscussion.
Its descriptions of the relic chambers, the gem depository, double
wall of the caitya dome, the gajastamblw and the ahatrada~~ leave
no room for speculation and definitely relate to the actual practice,
which was in vo~ue in Sri Lanka much earlier than the twelfth century
A.D. The chativaual.i: has not still been replaced by the spire (Sin)l.
kotkaralla ), and wooden columns by stone pillara; the relics wer~
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still being deposited in the harmika; and the Mahayana associations
of the text tempts us to push its date well beyond the 7th century
A.D. It should, however, be remembered that the type of cai.tua des-
cribed here would hardly match the great et.upau in proportion and
may well be that recommended for monasteries of modest size. mlat-
ever it may be, the information furnished by this unique work is
invaluable and deserves more serious study by archaeologists and
scholars of $ilpasast~a.

E.W. MARASINGHE

• The author is grateful to Mrs. D.H. Weerasekera for preparing
the illustrations for this article.


